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Crypto Total Market Cap lost $2.5Bn in Saturday's liquidation. BTC plunged nearly 20% in a single day, triggering several two-digit losses in several assets.
The sharp drop caused long positions in several exchanges to get liquidated and caused over $200 million worth of long positions to get liquidated and
market capitalization to bottom at 1.9T.  Total Market Cap lost 18% during the weekend and it's still in the recovery phase. At the time of this analysis, TOTAL
stand at 2.15T, currently testing intra-day support above 2.10T. 

Crypto Market Cap  
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Bitcoin Dominance (BTC.D) 

Bitcoin Dominance did not seem to be affected by the weekend's sell-off. The Dominance indicator has bounced from the 40% level as expected and now
traders are projecting BTC to gain territory in the next days.  The 20% decline experienced by BTCUSD had an inverse effect on BTC.D, causing it to reverse
from a historical support zone.  If Bitcoin Dominance keeps the current trend, the next target is the 44% resistance and the 46% resistance respectively. 
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The broad sell-off in several digital assets was triggered after
BTC dropped over 20% on Saturday. BTCUSD went from $52K
to $42K in less than 24Hrs. By the end of the weekend,
BTCUSD managed to recover 13% of its value, nonetheless,
momentum remains weak. 

At the time of this report, BTCUSD is trading at $47,900. Price
action is holding the $47K support tight, but bears have daily
and weekly candles on their side. The body of the weekly
candle closed right at historical support, while the last daily
candles did not show any presence of the bulls. 

This upcoming week will be critical for BTC as two scenarios
are highly probable. Bitcoin enthusiasm could turn bullish if
BTCUSD creates a double bottom and rejects the $42K
demand zone again. A second rejection of the $42K support
could make BTC close the year strong. On the contrary, a
negative outcome would increase its probabilities if BTCUSD
prints several bearish engulfing candles in the next few days. If
the price does not find hostility on those historical lows, bears
are likely to keep placing shorts. 

 
 

 
Bitcoin (BTC) 
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Ethereum (ETH) 

Ethereum saw one of its worst days in the year on Saturday, dropping from $4200 to $3500. The ETHUSD daily chart above shows that Ethereum is currently
at key support. Ethereum is trading at $4000 right at the "Golden Ratio" of the Fibonacci Retracements Tool (0.5-0.61). The last two daily candles have
already rejected the $3880 support and now bulls are waiting for a secondary confirmation to start evaluating longs. 

As Bitcoin Dominance grows, Ethereum's positive outcome strongly relies on the BTC behaviour in the next few days. A bearish scenario could see Ether
falling until the $3600-$3500 demand area. 
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Binance Coin is trading at $551 at the time of this analysis. Price action is showing indecision after a volatile weekend. Market structure is keeping BNBUSD in an
ascending trend, but that didn't stop the decline experienced by the pair on Saturday. 

For Binance's token to fully recover, the price needs to bounce from the $500 historical support, which has been respected several times in the past. A daily and
weekly closure above the referenced level could push the price back to the $670 resistance. A bearish thesis could also become valid if bears manage to break the
$500 support, causing BNBUSD price to head towards the lower band of the monthly channel. 

Binance Coin (BNB) 

 



Cardano has experienced one of the worst declines in the crypto market in the last few days. Investors are proceeding cautiously as the next key support is
22% away. Bulls failed to hold the $1.80 historical liquidity area and now price action is sharply moving towards to the $1.00-$0.99 demand zone. 

ADAUSD has not printed any reversal candle in the weekly or daily timeframes, which makes traders believe that the bearish momentum is far from over.  

  

Cardano (ADA)
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SOLUSD currently trading at $183. Investors are
carefully monitoring this pair as there is a possible
long setup if a few extra confirmations take place.
Solana's token could experience a significant
recovery if price action successfully rejects the
0.61 Fibonacci retracement level. The last two
daily candles have already shown a potential
momentum shift, with both technical indicators
closing above a weekly support line. 

If the bullish scenario plays out, the next potential
target will be the $200 psychological area. Failing
to push the price upwards, will cause bears to
short this pair until the 0.78 level of Fibonacci,
which is also in alignment with a weekly historical
low. 

Solana (SOL)
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At the time of this analysis, XRPUSD is trading at $0.78. The pair managed to recover 29% after the BTC sell-off on Saturday and it is now into an accumulation phase.

XRP broke the consolidation formation respected since August 2021 and now analysts are evaluating the possibility of the $0.50 demand zone to be retested. The digital
asset could retest the previous resistance level at $0.88 before continuing its downtrend towards the referenced support.  For this negative outlook to get invalidated, the last
low at $0.57 must be rejected, thus, creating a double bottom. 

XRP 
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Polkadot trading at a critical level. Similar to other
cryptocurrencies, DOTUSD lost over 25% during the
weekend, bringing the token's price back to the
$26-$25 historical support.

The aggresive bearish trend placed DOTUSD at
historical lows and now investors are carefully
monitoring the price. DOT is sitting at the 0.618
Fibonacci Retracement level on the daily timeframe,
the last time the digital asset visited this level
(September 2021) price surged 105% the next 30
days. 

If bulls fail to defend the current liquidity level, price
action will most likely drop until the $17-$15 taken into
account the current market conditions. 

Polkadot (DOT) 
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Terra's token was one of the less affected assets during the sell-off on the weekend as investors found the downfall as the perfect
opportunity to buy more LUNA. At the time of this analysis, LUNAUSD is rejecting the 0.5 retracement level of Fibonacci. Price has
bounced strongly from the $57 intra-day support. If the current bearish momentum in the crypto market is sustained, Terra could revisit the
$45 historical demand area. 

Terra (LUNA) 
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Similar to Polkadot, Avalanche's price action is sitting at a critical demand zone in the weekly and daily timeframe. At the time of
this analysis, AVAX is trading at $83. Price in the 4hr timeframe is already rejecting the level, which also converges with the 0.78
retracement level of Fibonacci.  A daily closure above the current area could put a stop to the steep and aggressive bearish trend
experienced by this asset in the last few hours.  

Avalanche (AVAX) 
 




